
Green Climber 

Green Climber is an innovative machine for the maintenance and cleaning of roadsides and uneven / 
steep terrain. It is equipped with expandable undercarriage tracks and long range remote control. The 
tracks can be extended a further 400 mm to gain overall width; this together with a low centre of gravity 
allows you to work along 60 deg slopes in total safety. These particular tracks allow good grip on any ter-
rain. Green Climber is virtually unstoppable on any slope wether it’s working uphill or downhill. 

ADVANTAGES 

 One operator working in safety replaces a road crew. 

 10 times faster than traditional means of clearing / maintaining  

 Agile making it easy to avoid obstacles such as trees and road signs. 

 Minimum operator requirements and infrastructure means less        disruption to traffic. 

 Designed for safety, the operator is remote and the deck prevents    debris being thrown toward the operator. 

Call us now on  

07 5482 7600 

For a demonstration 



The remote control mechanism can reach a    

distance of 300 meters and controls start / stop    

engine, acceleration, and all the movements of 

the accessories. Furthermore it has a self        

correcting steering system that in the case of a 

steep slope it corrects the normal inclination of 

the machine towards decent. 

Green Climber  can also be equipped with the following accessories: 

 Flail mower to cut along roadsides and grind shrubs up to 5cm diameter  
 Forks to lift loads 
 Sweeper to clean yards 
 Stump Grinder 
 Trencher 
 Back fill blade 
 Tiller and other tools for agriculture 
The rapid attachment system has been designed to perform tilting, side-shifting and  
lifting movements of the attached accessory. 
 
The expandable undercarriage together with the electronic direction correction system     
guarantee a good grip on highly rugged terrain. 
Green Climber is equipped with an automatic cleaning system with a special fan that  
always keeps the radiator clean 
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